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Abstract 

A method to determine the degree of difficulty of Word Processor com

mands is evaluated. That method resulted in an index of difficulty of 

all of 69 Word Processor commands. On the basis of this index, the 

commands were ranked in order of difficulty. 

The index was based on two variables: 

- the frequency of use of the command. 

- whether or not the command was known by heart. 

Shortcomings of the method are enlarged upon and two alernative meth

ods to determine an index of difficulty for Word Processor commands 

are proposed. Both methods are reasonably acceptable and at least 

more insightful than the original method. Two orders of difficulty 

are obtained from these methods. 

The orders obtained from the alternative methods are quite opposite to 

each other, with one largely cornciding with the original method and 

the other contrary to the original method. This result seems not ea

sily explicable and consequently neither method can be preferred to 

the other. This unsatisfactory result could be, among other factors, 

ascribed to the instrument used, i.e. the enquiry, from which the 

orders of difficulty were obtained. 
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Introduction 

This paper deals with an enquiry held by Van Veghel (Van Veghel, 1985) 

among the users of a particular type of wordprocessor (WP), the Phi

lips P5OO2. 

The purpose of this enquiry was to investigate how much trouble, if 

any, WP-users had in working with this particular machine. Machines 

like this are usually equipped with many different commands, which 

should, toa great extent, be mastered to be able to operate the ma

chine. Therefore Van Veghel computed for each of the 69 different 

commands that were available on this WP an index of difficulty. This 

index was based on two criteria or variables: 

- the frequency of use of the commands, 

- whether or not the subjects knew the commands by heart. 

Combining these two measures by a particular procedure yielded a score 

that was to be interpreted as the index of difficulty. Subsequently 

the commands were ranked in an order of difficulty. 

Ina later state of her investigation, Van Veghel used the order in an 

experiment about WP use (Van Veghel, 1985). 

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the method Van Veghel used to 

rank the commands in order of difficulty. 

The fact that she used the variables 'frequency of use' and 'by heart' 

to compute the index, is of minor importance. Although Van Veghel did 

not refer to any source of reference in that respect, we may assume on 

intuitive grounds that these variables reveal at least something about 

the real level of difficulty of the commands. Commands that are fre

quently used, but not known by heart, could be described as 

hard-to-learn or difficult. On the other hand, commands that are in

frequently used, but almost instantly known by heart, could be des

cribed as easy-to-learn or simple. 

Of more importance however is the rather unorthodox method Van Veghel 

used to combine the two measures. The algorithm she used to do so, 

seemed somewhat arbitrarily chosen and this choice was not supported 

by any reference. 
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The plan of this paper will consist of the following steps. First the 

method Van Veghel used will be described after which another method 

will be proposed. Subsequently, the order, determined from this 

method will then be compared with the result of the Van Veghel-method. 

Finally we will also touch on the enquiry used. To what extent is it 

possible to predict the real level of difficulty of WP-commands on the 

basis of an instrument like this? 
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The Van Veghel-method 

Subjects (100 in total) had to answer two questions about each 

WP-command. The first was about the frequency of using a particular 

command. Subjects could choose among four possible alternatives: 

- never: the command was never used. 

- sometimes: the command was used less than once a week. 

- often: the command was used at least once a week. 

- always: the command was used at least once a day. 

The second question was about knowing or not knowing a particular com

mand by heart. By heart meant, without asking another person or using 

some kind of manual. 

If a particular command had a relatively high percentage of users us

ing it, but was not known by heart, it was classified both as impor

tant and difficult. This should eventually be reflected in the index 

of difficulty. 

The method Van Veghel used will be explained from an example of the 

data of one particular command: "to change the margin of the whole 

text". Table 1 gives the results. Tables like this were calculated 

for all 69 commands. 
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Frequency of use 

never sometimes often always 

By heart yes 1% 37% 24% 7% 69% 

no 16% 13% 2% 0% 31% 

17% 50% 26% 7% 100% 

Table 1: Results of the two questions 'frequency of use' and 

'by heart' for the command "to change the margin of 

the whole text" (n=lOO). 

Four aspects, in the form of ratii, were to be considered to determine 

the index of difficulty of a command. 

- For the category 'sometimes', Rl' is computed. It is the ratio 

between the number of subjects knowing the particular command by heart 

and the number of subjects not knowing it by heart. 

- R2' is the ratio between the number of subjects sometimes using the 

particular command and the total number of subjects. 

- For the category 'often', R3' is computed. It is the ratio between 

the number of subjects knowing the particular command by heart, and 

the number of subjects not knowing it by heart. 

- R4' is the ratio between the number of subjects often using the par

ticular command, and the total number of subjects. 

These four ratii, calculated for the example mentioned above, are as 

fellows: 
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yes/sometimes 37 

Rl': ------------- = 
no/sometimes 13 

sometimes 50 

R2': --------- = 
total 100 

yes/of ten 24 

R3': --------- = 

no/often 2 

often 26 

R4': = ---

total 100 

From these ratii, derived scores were determined on the basis of a li

near transformation of the ratii. A high ratio resulted in a high 

score. The score, expressed in points, indicated the level of diffi-

culty (see Appendix A). 

Ratii Rl' and R3' both expressed the degree of difficulty of the com

mand. According to Van Veghel a command that is often used, i.e. by 

many users, is more important than a command that is only sometimes 

used, i.e. by few users. This difference of importance should be re

flected in the derived scores for these ratii. Van Veghel thought 

that a factor two rightly expressed this difference. Therefore, the 

derived scores of R3' were twice as high as those of Rl'. 

The contribution of R2' to the index of difficulty, is illustrated by 

the example in table 2. 
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command a command b 

Rl' 3/1=3 45/15=3 

R2' (3+1)/100=4/100 (45+15)/100=60/100 

Table 2: Rl' and R2' for the commands a and b. 

For bath commands Rl' equals 3, but R2' differs. Because command bis 

more frequently used than command a, command bis considered more im

portant than command a. This difference of importance should again be 

reflected in the degree of difficulty for the command. Hence the con

tribution of R2' to the index of difficulty. 

So apart from the yes/no ratio, it is also important to consider the 

percentage of users using a particular command. Ina similar vein as 

Rl', R2' too was transformed toa derived score, that indicated the 

level of difficulty (see Appendix B). 

R4' had the same function as R2', but fora different 'frequency of 

use category. The derived scores for the two were the same. 

The index of difficulty was eventually calculated by adding the four 

derived scores for every individual command. In Appendix Bone finds 

the ranked order of the commands. The left-most column shows the com

mand numbers. For the meaning of the numbers one is referred to Ap

pendix C. 

The 5 most difficult commands are, in decreasing order: 

41: Reorganising a document, repaginating. 

35: Interchanging columns of text. 

40: Replacing a word or a portion of text throughout the text-name at once 

(automatically). 

20: Changing position of margins, so that the whole text is immediately 

reformatted. 
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38: Inserting variable text at coded locations in the standard page. 

The 5 easiest commands are, in decreasing order: 

18: Changing the line spacing. 

15: Changing the number of lines per page on the screen. 

14: Changing the width of the page design. 

9: Dividing a word by syllables while typing, so that if the whole word 

comes to stand on one line because of text-revision, the hyphen van

ishes. 

1: Setting positions of margins. 
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Critique 

The critique on the method Van Veghel used will be concentrated on the 

fact that she never really clarifies the procedure she follows. She 

remains too vague about a few points which can be summarized as fol

lows. 

- Why are the categories 'never' and 'always' excluded from the 

analysis? The combinations 'never used' and 'known by heart' as well 

as 'always used' and 'not known by heart' are thus omitted. Exactly 

these combinations reveal a lot of information about the level of dif

ficulty of the command. Apart from that table 1 shows that these ca

tegories can take account of up to 24% of the ratings. 

- Separate ratii are calculated for the 'sometimes' and 'often' ca

tegories. The difference of importance between these categories, 

which seems to be the underlying idea to do so, is translated into a 

different derived score and thus results in a different index of dif

ficulty. As a consequence, the index of difficulty does not reflect 

the level of difficulty per se, but is a mixture of difficulty and im

portance. Therefore, the interpretation of the index in terms of dif

ficulty is rather ambiguous. 

- What is the rationale behind the derived scores? How were they ob

tained and why are they a linear transformation of the ratii? 

- Why does R2' obtain a score exactly twice as high as that of Rl'? 

- Why are all the scores of the different ratii summed up? R2' and R4' 

could equally well be treated as weighing factors of Rl' and R3' res

pectively. 

All these points more or less reflect a problem of the interpretation 

of the data Van Veghel gathered. What is the information content of 

the data, i.e. what are the valid conclusions to be obtained from the 

two variables 'frequency' and 'by heart'? In my opinion, Van Veghel 

tries to squeeze information out of these variables that is not in 

there. 
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The appropriate way to determine an order of difficulty from the 

enquiry-data, therefore should start from an interpretation of the 

data. First, all possible conclusions to be obtained from the two 

variables should be interpreted in terms of difficulty. Subsequently 

the enquiry-data should be quantified in such a way that the quantifi

cations reflect this information content. Finally a classification 

method should be constructed which ranks the commands in order of dif

ficulty. 

The following four conclusions in terms of difficulty can be obtained 

from the 'frequency' and 'by heart' variables. 

1) Commands are often or always used, hut not known by heart. 

2) Commands are sometimes or never used, but are known by heart. 

3) Commands are often or always used, and are known by heart too. 

4) Commands are sometimes or never used, and are also not known by heart. 

Number 1 illustrates the case of hard or difficult commands, number 2 

that of easy or simple ones. Numbers 3 and 4 area bit harder to in

terpret. Strictly speaking, they do not reveal anything in terms of 

difficulty, although number 3 might rather be easy instead of diffi

cult. Number 4 reveals really nothing in terms of difficulty. 

These conclusions do not seem to form too strong a basis to rank the 

commands in order of difficulty. The information is rather scarce and 

additionally not very precise. Despite this fact we should like to 

order the commands one way or the other. So the data have to be quan

tified and the following method seems to be quite appropriate to do 

so. 
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The De Loor-method 

Let us examine once more the example of table 1 that Van Veghel used 

to illustrate her method. 

Frequency of use 

never sometimes often always 

By heart yes 1 37 24 7 69 

1.5 53.6 34.8 10.1 100 

no 16 13 2 0 31 

51.6 41.9 6.5 0 100 

17 50 26 7 100 

Table 3: Results for the command: "to change the margin of 

the whole text". Row-percentages are included, n=lOO. 

Categories 'always/yes' and 'never/no', disclose nothing about the 

level of difficulty of the command. Cases 3 and 4 of the example men

tioned on page 11 already illustrated this. The fact that a command 

is always used and known by heart or never used and not known by 

heart, does not tel1 us whether we are dealing with a difficult com

mand or an easy one. 

The other categories provide more information in that respect. There 

are two starting-points from which the data can be evaluated: either 

from the fact that a command is known by heart or that the command is 

not known by heart. 

A command that is not known by heart, but is used always, is consid

ered a difficult one. Case 1 of the example mentioned on page 11 il-

lustrated this. However, if the frequency of use of the command 

decreases, it becomes less and less apparent what the degree of diffi

culty of the command is, i.e. whether it is still difficult or not. 

On the other hand, a command that is known by heart, but never used, 

is considered an easy one. This too was already mentioned. However, 
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when the frequency of use of the command increases, it becomes less 

and less apparent what the degree of easiness of the command is, i.e. 

whether it is still easy or not. 

Interpreting the enquiry-data in this way, offers a possibility to 

quantify them. 

pressing the 

the command. 

Of each command two indices can be calculated, one ex

level of difficulty, the other the level of easiness of 

The categories of the variable 'frequency of use' will 

be treated as weighing-factors. 

Although it is suggested here that the indices are independent, by 

treating them separately, this independence is only seeming. Since a 

command cannot be easy as well as difficult at the same time, both in

dices express one and the same thing of every command. It is either 

difficult and thus not easy, or reversely, easy and thus not diffi-

cult. 

that 

Therefore we assume a relation between the two indices, such 

incrementing one involves a decrement of the other. In other 

words, we must expect a negative correlation between the two indices. 

The index of easiness is calculated from the category 'yes' of the 'by 

heart' variable, the index of difficulty from the category 'no'. The 

weighing factors of the variable 'frequency of use' are dependent of 

the 'by heart' variable. The contribution of the different categories 

of the 'frequency' variable to the index of easiness ('yes' category) 

decreases from 'never' to 'always'. On the other hand, the contribu

tion of the different catagories of the 'frequency' variable to the 

index of difficulty ('no' category) increases from 'never' to 

'always'. 

In the scheme listed below, the proposed weighing factors are dis

played. In case of the index of difficulty, 'never' is excluded, 

since it reveals nothing in terms of difficulty. In case of the index 

of easiness, 'always' is excluded, since it reveals nothing in terms 

of easiness. The contribution of the categories to the indices is re

flected by a linear scale. It remains to be asked if this choice is 

correct, or that another scale reflects the contribution of the ca

tegories more genuinely. An alternative scale, for example, could 

take account of the 'never' and 'always' categories. The weighing 

factors then could be 4, 3, 2, 1 for the 'yes' category and 1, 2, 3, 4 

for the 'no category, or even 16, 9, 4, 1 and 1, 4, 9, 16, 
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respectively. Although such scales are at variance with what was out

lined above about the 'never' and 'always' categories, they at least 

take account of the fact that the 'always' category was not described 

as absolutely always (see page 5). 

yes 

no 

never 

3 

0 

sometimes 

2 

1 

often 

1 

2 

always 

0 

3 

The indices can now be computed by adding the products of the percen

tages of table 3 with the relating weighing-factors of the 'frequency' 

variable, for every category of the 'by heart' variable. 

From this point on we can take two stands. On the one hand we may as

sume that due to the different weighing-factors of the 'frequency' ca

tegories, indices should be computed from the row-percentages of the 

datamatrix. We shall call this method Ml. In the example of table 3 

the index of easiness then is: 

Ie= 3xl.5 + 2x53.6 + lx34.8 + OxlO.l =146.5. 

And the index of difficulty: 

Id= OxSl.6 + lx41.9 + 2x6.5+ 3x0.0 = 54.9. 

On the other hand we can consider the total-percentages of the datama

trix and thus take into account the ratio between the number of res

pondents knowing and not knowing the particular command by heart. The 

former method neglects this last point which is probably only justif

ied if the numbers of yes- and no-responses are in fact equal. The 

alternative method will be called method M2. The index of easiness 

now is: 

Ie'= 3xl + 2x37 + lx24 + Ox7 = 101.0. 

And the index of difficulty: 

Id'= Oxl6 + lxl3 + 2x2 + 3x0 = 17.0. 
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For each command four indices can now be collected: an index of easi

ness and difficulty according to Ml (Ie and Id respectively) and an 

index of easiness and difficulty according to M2 (Ie' and Id' respec

tively). The eventual order of difficulty should be obtained from 

these paired indices. The combination of the index of difficulty and 

the index of easiness expresses the level of difficulty of a command. 

What we have to do now is to find a method to combine the indices into 

one score which expresses the overall level of difficulty of the com

mand. The following procedure is proposed. 

First the indices must be standardized before they may be combined, 

since they stem from different distributions with different means (M) 

and standard deviations (S). This means that the indices must be cor

rected for their Ms and Ss. This procedure results in Z-scores that 

are independent of any distribution characteristics (Z•(X-M)/S; Mz=O, 

Sz=l). 

Transforming the indices to Z-scores, results in distribution-free in

dices (Zie, Zid and Zie', Zid') which may now be combined by addition 

or subtraction. If Zid is subtracted from Zie, the resulting score 

expresses the degree of easiness of the command justified by its de

gree of difficulty, which can be interpreted as an overall indication 

of the level of difficulty of the command. Indeed, Zie might equally 

likely be subtracted from Zid. That is just a matter of choice. It 

would not affect the result altogether, hut the data should be inter

preted just reversely. 

Eventually this procedure yields two scores for every command, one ac

cording to Ml, the other according to M2. These scores are computed 

from the difference between the index of easiness and difficulty 

(Zie-Zid and Zie'-Zid' respectively). The scores reflect the overall 

level of difficulty of the commands. When all commands are ranked in 

the order of magnitude of their scores, we obtain two ordered se

quences, one according to Ml, the other according to M2, which reflect 

orders of difficulty of the commands. 
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Results 

In discussing the results of both methods, we shall not make too 

strong a distinction between the two. Only when necessary differences 

will be indicated and each method will be enlarged upon separately. 

Appendix D gives the results of the method Ml. The first column shows 

the command numbers (NR). For the meaning of the numbers one is 

referred to Appendix C. The second column gives the resulting diffi

culty score (SCORE) of the standardized index of easiness (Zie, column 

3) minus the standardized index of difficulty (Zid, colomn 4). The 

scores are ranked from small to big, reflecting an order of decreasing 

difficulty. The last column containes the number of observations (N) 

on which the difficulty score is based. This figure represents the 

total number of respondents (100) minus the number of respondents that 

used the categories 'yes/always' and 'no/never'. These categories 

were excluded from the calculation of the indices, since they did not 

reveal anything in terms of easiness and difficulty respectively. 

Hence the O weighing factor. 

Appendix E shows the results of method M2. The meanings of the co

lumns are the same as these of Appendix o. 

Some scores appear to be calculated from only a very limited number of 

observations, e.g. commands 50, 48, 49, 47. According to both meth

ods, these commands seem to be very difficult, however we should be 

careful to judge them in terms of difficulty. The number of observa

tions is very small, soit remains to be asked if the commands are re

ally perceived as difficult as they seem. For, most of the subjects 

have used the categories 'yes/always' and 'no/never'. 

In determining a valid picture about the level of difficulty of the 

commands it seems necessary to take into consideration the number of 

subjects not using the categories 'yes/always' and 'no/never'. The 

problem then is: how many observations do we need to get a suffi

ciently reliable picture of the results. 

lnspecting the correlation between the two indices might shed a light 

on this problem. 

As was already mentioned, a negative correlation is to be expected 

between the two indices. A command cannot be difficult and easy at 
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the same time. This assumption will be used as a starting-point to 

find out which commands should be included in the list of commands to 

be ranked. The criterion to exclude a command from the list is the 

number of observations gathered for that particular command. The 

stricter the criterion, the more commands will be excluded from the 

list. 

Figure 1 shows the results for both methods of the relation between 

the number of observations (N) and the correlation (R) between the two 

indices. As was predicted, a negative correlation is found. 

[ Insert figure 1 about here J 

The results show that there is a strong difference between both meth

ods. Firstly, the (negative) correlations of Ml are much higher than 

those of M2. Besides, only one correlation of M2 reaches the p=.05 

significant level, whereas all but one of the correlations of Ml are 

significant. 

For method Ml the results show that the highest (absolute) Ris found 

when the number of observations equals 5 (R=-.68). Thereupon the 

correlation decreases toa value of R=-.39 when the number of observa

tions equals 31. Then the correlation reaches its second peak of 

R=-.59 at a number of observations of 46. From thereon R decreases 

again toa value of R=-.51, after which R does not reach the signifi

cant level of p=.05. 

The highest correlation is found with all commands included. As was 

already pointed out, this result is hardly reliable since the number 

of observations is very small. Therefore, amore reliable result is 

expected at the second 'peak' of the correlation, when the minimal 

number of observations is at least 46. Table 4 gives the results of 

the 51 commands that remain when N equals 46. The commands are ord

ered from difficult to easy. The left-most column shows the 10 most 

difficult commands according to the Van Veghel-method. 

[ Insert table 4 about here J 
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The 5 most difficult commands are, in decreasing order: 

45: clearing text on the screen. 

55: printing pages of text directly from the screen. 

7: typing letters directly in capitals. 

18: changing the line-spacing. 

1: setting position of margins. 

The 5 easiest commands are, in decreasing order: 

34: overwriting all characters in the marked section of text with spaces, 

37: clearing the margins from a column of text. 

33: releasing a centred text, i.e. moving the text back to the left mar

gin. 

43: changing the letter pitch fora portion of the text. 

22: indenting several lines of text from the right with one instruction. 

For method M2 the results of figure 1 are somewhat different. The ne

gative correlation first steadily increases toa value of R=-.35, when 

the number of observations equals 51. At this point the correlation 

is highest and only here R reaches signifigance (p< .05) 

The most reliable result will be obtained when the number of observa

tions equals at least 51. Table 5 gives the results of the remaining 

44 commands, ordered from difficult to easy. The left-most column 

again shows the 10 most difficult commands according to the Van 

Veghel-method. 

[ Insert table 5 about here] 
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The 5 most difficult commands are, in decreasing order: 

41: Reorganising a document, repaginating. 

38: Inserting variable text at coded locations in the standard page. 

12: Setting a decimal tab (horizontal or vertical) so that decimal numbers 

arranged in columns can easily be typed. 

5: Indenting several lines of text from the right with one instruction. 

(same as command 22) 

40: Replacing a word or a portion of text throughout the text name at once 

(automatically). 

The 5 easiest commands are in decreasing order: 

56: Immediate printing on the printer while typing in onto the screen. 

57: Stopping printing in the middle of a page, e.g. in order to change 

the printer wheel. 

66: Changing a text name. 

23: Underlining previously typed text. 

63: Duplicating the total content of (floppy) discs. 
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Comparing the results of Ml and M2 with those of Van Veghel 

Three striking differences emerge from tables 4 and 5. 

1) The results of Ml are completely different from those of Van Veghel. 

2) The most difficult commands according to the Van Veghel-method appear 

to be among the easier commands according to Ml. 

3) The results of M2 for the most part agree with those of Van Veghel, 

but are in sharp contrast to those of Ml. 

In reference to the first point we must conclude that method Ml is 

different from that of Van Veghel. 

In designing an alternative, we tried to bypass the obscurities that 

were found in the method Van Veghel used. Therefore the procedure to 

be followed, should be at the same time simple as well as insightful. 

In spite of the small information content of the variables 'frequency 

of use' and 'by heart', we used a procedure with which we were able to 

rank the commands in order of difficulty. 

Irrespective of the contrasting results of Ml and M2, we could say 

that we were able to propose an alternative, which seems more insight

ful than the Van Veghel-method. 

Although the procedure proposed may be more insightful, the results do 

not appear to be very convincing, especially those of Ml. This refers 

to the second point mentioned above. In spite of the shortcomings of 

the Van Veghel-method, the result of the procedure seems, at least on 

inturtive grounds, very straightforward. The most difficult commands 

according to that method at least seem to be difficult, i.e. hard to 

execute (Appendix B). 

Therefore is seems a bit strange that these commands are found among 

the easier ones of the classification of Ml. Besides, the most diffi

cult commands, according to Ml do not seem to be harder to execute 

than the most difficult according to the Van Veghel-method, in spite 

of the lower ranking of the latter (table 4). Thus it remains to be 

asked if Ml provides a valid picture of the real level of difficulty 

of the commands. In that respect M2 seems a far more likely 
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alternative since .these results are in close harmony with the 

inturtively acceptable results of Van Veghel. 

This brings us to the last point mentioned above: the agreement 

between the results of M2 and Van Veghel's method and the violent con

trast of those with the result of Ml. In view of this data it is 

tempting to say that method M2 is better than Ml. However, we should 

be careful not to jump to conclusions. Although the result of M2 may 

seem acceptable, the assumption of a strong correlation between the 

index of easiness and difficulty is hardly met. In that respect M2 is 

far less convincing than Ml. The correlation between the two indices 

of M2 reaches only once the significance level of p=.05. Apart from 

that the correlation is much lower than that of Ml. 

In spite of the fact that M2 produces an order that seems more accept-

able, the result of Ml seems more reliable from the point of view of 

the correlation between the two indices. 

The problem of course centers around the question which method pro

vides the most valid picture of the real level of difficulty of the 

WP-commands. Since the results of both methods are not in favour of 

one particular method (low correlation of M2 vs. non-sensical clas-

sification of Ml), the answer to that question must probably be sought 

somewhere else, probably in the data from which the classifications 

stem. 

This last point does not concern the method per se, but rather deals 

with the validity and reliability of the instrument used, i.e. the 

inquiry. Can the real level of difficulty of WP-commands be deter-

mined from questions about the frequency of use of the commands and 

investigating whether subjects know the commands by heart or not? 

Well, it seems not. Part of the information was lost, due to the non

sensical categories 'yes/always' and 'no/never'. As a result, only 51 

(Ml) or 44 (M2) of the 69 commands were found reliable enough to be 

included in the eventual classification. Therefore the picture is in-

complete. What could be said in behalf of the 18 or 25 commands that 

were excluded from the classification? Were they perceived as diffi-

cult or not? Although the data do not reveal anything in that res-

peet, it should be possible to rate the commands one way or another. 

Apart from that, we are not sure whether the enquiry was interpreted 
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rightly (in terms of difficulty), let alone answered 

consistently. For example, Van Veghel did 

control-questions in her enquiry. 
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Conclusions 

The most important conclusion must be that this evaluation does not 

offer an unambiguous alternative to the Van Veghel-method. Instead of 

a convincing alternative to the Van Veghel-method we are now left with 

three orders of difficulty, all different, hut without one being the 

best or right solution. 

A number of possible causes can be pointed out for this yet unsatis

factory result. 

The validity and reliability of the instrument used, i.e. the en

quiry. As was already mentioned the operationalization of the ques

tion could take account of the ambiguous result. In how much did the 

variables really measure the level of difficulty of WP-commands. 

Apart from questions about the frequency of use of the commands and 

(not)knowing the commands by heart, an obviously complementary ques

tion would be a rating of the commands on a difficulty scale. 

An alternative way to determine the level of difficulty is a technique 

that has been succesfully used in Multi Dimensional Sealing (e.g. 

Coxon, 1982). MDS is mainly used to determine preference scales of a 

number of objects. In that respect it is quite suitable for the in

vestigation at hand. Of the commands all possible pairs or triads are 

formulated. Subjects should indicate of each pair or triad which com

mand they prefer most and which they prefer least. Data collected in 

this manner may be analysed with so called sealing techniques. Proce

dures like these yield one or more dimensions, by which the values of 

the commands on those dimensions can be interpreted as scores on e.g. 

a difficulty scale. 

Some advantages of MDS are that data collection is very simple and the 

results are very insightful because they can be displayed graphically. 

A disadvantage however, is that the to be rated pairs or triads of ob

jects quickly run in the hundreds or thousands, even if the number of 

objects is quite small. 

The unsatisfactory result is also due to Van Veghel's interpretation 

of the index of difficulty, which was not not an indication strictly 

about the level of difficulty of the commands. Another aspect which 

she thought should also play a role in the eventual order of 
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difficulty was the level of importance of the commands. Her order of 

difficulty expressed a mixture of the level of difficulty and the 

level of importance of the commands. 

In spite of the fact that we (thought we) only investigated strictly 

the level of difficulty, it is quite confusing and at any rate not ea

sily accounted for that the result of method M2 largely co!ncides with 

the result of Van Veghel. Even more confusing is the comparison 

between the results of Ml and the Van Veghel-method. As yet it re

mains unexplicable why these results are almost each others opposite. 

In spite of the shortcomings of this evaluation we want to assume the 

following. 

The Van Veghel-method is probably not so bad as it seems, considering 

the inturtively acceptable results. Her difficult commands at least 

seem hard to execute. Still we are left with a few points of criti

que, as mentioned on page 10. 

Our approach is not the alternative. The methods are probably more 

insightful than Van Veghel's, hut the contradictory results of Ml and 

M2 are ambiguous and unexplicable. 

A way out of this impasse might be offered by another method of ana

lysis in combination with another data collection technique, MDS 

could be such a way out and is probably the only one, hut that would 

implicate a completely new investigation, with an altogether different 

enquiry. 
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Figure 1: Relation between the Number of Obs&rvations (N), 
the Remaining Number of Commands and 
the Correlation (R) between the indices of 
easiness and difficulty for methods Ml and M2. 
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Table 4: The 51 ordered commands, according to method Ml. The left 

most column shows the 10 most difficult commands, according 

to the Van Veghel-method. 

Veghel NR SCORE Zle Zld N 

Zle-Zld 

45 -2.37 -0.92 1.45 49 

55 -2 .11 -0.93 1.18 48 

7 -2.11 -0.40 1.71 62 

18 -1.48 -0.61 .88 54 

1 -1.08 -o. 70 .38 52 

32 -1.05 -0.67 .38 57 

58 -0.81 -0.16 .65 66 

14 -0.71 -0.06 .65 70 

65 -0.61 -0.50 .12 62 

30 -0.57 -0.72 -0.15 68 

19 -0.51 -0.18 .33 60 

44 -0.40 -0.11 .2 9 62 

64 -0.27 -0.16 .12 66 

8 -0.18 -0.81 -0.63 48 

15 -0.17 -0.23 -0.06 63 

16 .03 -0.18 -0.21 60 

59 .14 -0.20 -0.33 62 

23 .16 .17 .01 74 

25 .21 -0.34 -0.55 64 

52 .21 -0.33 -0.55 49 

42 .30 -0.11 -0.41 57 

67 .40 .25 -0.15 72 

17 .44 .2 9 -0.15 54 

11 .58 .53 -0.06 80 

5 38 .61 .23 -0.38 52 

1 41 .61 .66 .04 64 

57 .69 .38 -0.31 71 

9 21 • 7 3 .17 -0.56 58 

66 .73 .01 -0.72 68 

46 .75 .2 7 -0.48 59 
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Table 4: continuation 

Veghel NR SCORE Zle Zld N 

Zie-Zid 

60 .85 .36 -0.49 62 

6 12 .91 .58 -0.34 55 

8 39 .93 • 7 5 -0.18 67 

62 • 95 .30 -0.65 56 

4 20 .96 .91 -0.05 80 

63 1.04 .52 -0.52 71 

69 1.08 .41 -0.67 65 

61 1.08 .46 -0.61 60 

29 1.17 .46 -0.71 56 

36 1.60 1.06 -0.55 65 

7 6 1.64 1.40 -0.24 73 

10 26 1.66 .99 -0.67 49 

5 1.74 1.24 -0.49 52 

2 35 1. 79 1.50 -0.29 69 

56 1.82 1.12 -o. 71 69 

3 40 1.87 1.46 -0.40 63 

22 1.92 1.25 -0.66 48 

43 2.01 1.37 -0.64 64 

33 2 .10 1.38 -0.71 64 

37 2 .2 5 1.60 -0.65 64 

34 2.31 1.50 -0.81 46 
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Table 5: The 44 ordered commands, according to method M2. The left 

most column shows the 10 most difficult commands, according 

to the Van Veghel-method. 

Veghel NR SCORE Zie' Zid' N 

Zie'-Zid' 

1 41 -5.41 -0.4 7 4.94 64 

5 38 -2 .14 -0.42 1.73 52 

6 12 -2.00 -0.08 1.92 55 

5 -1.85 -0.12 1.73 52 

3 40 -1.69 .34 2.03 63 

8 39 -1.12 .64 1.76 67 

2 35 -1.04 .93 1.97 69 

17 -0.67 .46 1.13 54 

7 6 -0.64 1.16 1.80 73 

18 -0.52 -0.16 .37 54 

9 21 -0.47 -0.09 .39 58 

42 -0.41 -0.04 .3 7 57 

1 -0.09 -0.28 -0.19 52 

32 -0.02 -0.23 -0.21 57 

19 .03 .39 .3 7 60 

11 .27 1.04 .77 80 

16 .30 .28 -0.02 60 

44 .33 .52 .19 62 

29 .36 .17 -0.19 56 

59 .44 .24 -0.21 62 

7 .49 .28 -0.21 62 

36 .54 .94 .40 65 

15 .56 .35 -0.21 63 

60 .68 .68 .oo 62 

14 .73 .71 -0.02 70 

30 .83 -0.15 -0.97 68 

61 .89 .68 -0.21 60 

43 .90 1.07 .17 64 

46 .91 • 72 -0.19 59 

65 • 92 .14 -0.78 62 
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Table 5: continuation 

Veghel NR SCORE Zle' Zld' N 

Zle'-Zld' 

64 .97 .57 -0.40 66 

37 1.04 1.23 .19 64 

25 1.33 .35 -0.97 64 

33 1.37 1.18 -0.19 64 

62 1.40 .82 -0.57 56 

67 1.51 1.11 -0.40 72 

69 1.52 .93 -0.59 65 

58 1.53 • 7 5 -0.78 66 

4 20 1.58 1.18 -0.40 80 

63 1.58 1.18 -0.40 71 

23 1.70 1.11 -0.59 74 

66 1.76 • 79 -0.97 68 

57 2.23 1.45 -o. 78 71 

56 2 .29 1.70 -0.59 69 
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AppendixA: Derived scores of' ratii R1', R2', RJ', and R4'. 

Yes/sometimes frequency 

R1' = 

No/sometimes frequency 

R 1' 2-3 
1 3-41 4-5 1 5-6 16-7 1 7-8 18-9 1 9-101 10-... 1 

R1 8 

1
7

1
6 

1
5 

1
4 

1
3 

1
2 

1
1 

1° 1 

Sometimes frequency 

R2 
1 

• ----------------------- X 100 

Never + sometimes + often + always frequency 

R2' 0-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 

R2 - 1 0 1 2 

Yes/often frequency 

R3'=----------
No/often frequency 

R3' 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-2 0 2 o-. 

R3 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 1 0 

Often frequency 

R4' = ----------------------- x 100 

Never+ scmetimes + often + always frequency 

R4' 0-25 26-50 51-75 76-100 

R4 - 1 0 1 2 
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Appendix B: Ranked order of 52 of the 69 commands, according 
to the Van Veehel-method. 

In- Yes/some- No/some- Yes/Of ten No/Often R1 R2 R3 R4 Tot.= 

struc- times times frequency frequency R1+R2+ 

tion frequency frequency R3+R4 

number expressed in number of answers 

41 23 21 17 3 9 0 10 - 1 18 

35 41 14 9 1 8 1 4 - 1 12 

40 30 17 9 0 9 

1 
20 36 13 24 2 8 0 1 0 9 

38 24 12 15 1 9 0 1 - 1 9 

12 12 12 18 1 10 - 1 1 - 1 9 

6 44 13 7 1 8 

39 30 10 18 1 8 0 1 - 1 8 

22 24 9 12 1 8 0 1 - 1 8 

21 24 9 25 1 8 0 0 0 8 

53 15 8 9 - 1 8 

26 21 7 8 0 8 

5 28 8 7 0 7 

60 23 7 7 0 7 

4 16 6 8 - 1 7 

36 40 9 6 0 6 

34 19 6 14 1 7 - 1 1 - 1 6 

68 23 5 6 0 6 

10 18 5 7 - 1 6 

3 16 5 7 - 1 6 

1 1 32 6 28 1 5 0 0 0 5 

29 28 5 5 0 5 

42 22 4 5 0 5 

51 14 3 6 - 1 5 

37 43 7 4 0 4 

61 30 4 3 0 3 

52 22 3 3 0 3 

67 34 4 2 0 2 

17 33 4 19 1 2 0 - 1 1 2 

64 27 
1 

3 
1 

2 0 2 

to be continued on the next page 
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Appendix B : continua t ion 

In- Yes/some- No/some- Yes/aften No/often R1 R2 R3 R4 Tot.= 

struc- times times frequency frequency R 1+R2+ 

tien frquency frequency R3+R4 

number expressed in number of answers 

63 40 4 1 0 1 

43 29 3 18 1 1 0 1 - 1 1 

16 20 2 1 0 1 

19 26 1 20 1 0 0 1 - 1 1 

57 36 3 0 0 0 

33 39 3 0 0 0 

62 33 2 0 0 0 

23 36 2 0 0 0 

69 31 1 0 0 0 

65 27 1 0 0 0 

59 23 1 0 0 0 

56 34 1 0 0 0 

44 31 1 0 0 0 

32 18 1 0 0 0 

27 13 1 0 0 0 

25 17 1 0 0 0 

24 16 1 0 0 0 

18 21 1 0 0 0 

15 26 1 0 0 0 

14 28 1 0 0 0 

9 17 1 0 0 0 

1 25 , 0 0 0 

The instructions 2, 7, 8, 13, 28, 30, 31, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 54, 55, 58 

and 66 have got a zero frequency for the No/sometimes combination and the 

No/often combination, so for these instructions no R1' and R3' values can be 

calculated, therefore, they are not included in this table. 

Tot.= R1+R2+R3+R4: The ratios R1 up to R4 are explained in appendix 5b and 

one can find the description of the instructions corresponding with the 

instruction numbers in appendix 5c/5d. 

The figures for the Yes/often frequency and the No/often frequency are not 

given for these instructions which have zero No/aften answers. 
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Appendix C: J\feaning of' the command numbers. 

Instruction Instruction description 
number 

1 setting position of margins 
2 - inserting a tab 
3 - setting bell zone 
4 - indenting several lines of text from the left 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

with one instruction 
- indenting several lines of text fran the right 

with one instruction 
setting a second pair of margins beside the first 
pair so that columns of text can be typed next to 

each other 
- typing letters directly as capitals 
- underlining text directly while typing 
- dividing a word by syllables while typing so that, 

if the whole word comes to stand on one line 
because of text revision, the hyphen vanishes 

- inserting an obligatory space, a space which will 
always be typed 

- the typing of indices and exponents (Quarter line 
higher/lower than line number) 

- setting a decimal tab (horizontal or vertical) so 
that decimal numbers arranged in columns can easily 

be typed 
- drawing horizontal and/or vertical lines 
Changing the page design: 
- width 
- number of lines per page on the screen 
- number of lines per page on the paper 
- offset (number of blank lines from top edge of 

paper) 

- line spacing 
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Appendix C: continuation 

Instruction Instruction description 
number 

19 - letter pitch 
20 changing position of margin so that whole text is 

immediately refonnatted 
21 - indenting several lines of text fran the left 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 
33 

34 

35 

36 

with one instruction 

- indenting several lines of text fran the right 
with one instruction 

- underlining previously typed text 

- dividing words by syllables 
- printing in bold 
- filling out (justification) of part of the text 

(e.g. one paragraph fran a page) so that there is 

a straight right margin 
- deleting text by marking the portion of text to be 

deleted 
- inserting text 
- clearing indented blanks, i.e. the blank spaces 

(e.g. created by using the autotab key) are 
replaced by written spaces (e.g. created by using 
the tab key) 

- moving text on the page so that the text does not 
disappear fran the screen 

- buffering text, so that the text disappears from 
the screen and is later replaced in a defined 

position 
- centering text 

releasing a centred text, i.e. moving the text back 
to the left margin 
overwriting all characters in the marked section of 

text with spaces 
- interchanging columns of text 
- clearing a column of text 
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Appendix C: continuation 

Instruction Instruction description 
number 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 
42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 
48 
49 

50 

51 

52 
53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

- clearing the margins from a column of text 
inserting variable text at coded locations in the 
standard page 

- replacing a word or portion of text individually 
each time it occurs (manually) 

- replacing a word or portion of text throughout the 
text nèlTle at once (automatically) 

- reorganising a document, repaginating 

- changing the line spacing fora portion of the text 
- changing the letter pitch fora portion of the text 
- deleting/clearing in the fonnat line 
- clearing text on the screen 

- clearing text on the screen+ the symbols in the 
format line 

- displaying the index on the screen 
- storing or updating a page on the (floppy) disc 

- recalling a page from the (floppy) disc to the 
screen 

- recalling a subsequent/previous page fran the SèlTle 
text nane 

- recalling some bleeks from a page on the disc, by 
means of bleek numbers 

- filing "deleted pages" "*" and later recalling 
- providing all pages of a certain text nèlTle with a 

header and/or foeter (header/footer page) 
- printing pages of text directly fran the (floppy) 

di se 

- printing pages of text directly from the screen 
- immediate printing on the printer while typing in 

onto the screen 
- stopping printing in the middle of a page, e.g. in 

order to change the print wheel 

- tenninating (final ending) of printing in the 

middle of a page. 
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Appendix C : c.on t inua t ion 

Instruction lnstruction description 
number 

59 - cancelling flashing systsn messages or error 
messages on the screen 

60 - filling out (justifying) the whole text so that 
there is a straight right margin 

61 - renoving codes (codes appear in front of the left 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 
67 
68 

69 

margin, e.g. when the line spacing of a portion of 
text is changed) 

- making visible on the screen what are written and 
what are blank spaces 

- duplicating the total content of (floppy) discs 
- duplicating a single text nmie (document) only 
- renoving a text nmie (document) on the disc 
- changi ng a text nmie 
- moving a page within a text nmie (document) 
- typing in, storing and using tenns which occur 

regulary (library) 

- moving a page to another text name (document). 
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Appendix D: Classification of method Ml. 

Row-percentages were considered. 

NR SCORE Zle Zld N 

Zie-Zid 

28 -5.53 -1.70 3.84 26 

50 -5.27 -2 .23 3.04 10 

48 -4.47 -2 .23 2.24 8 

49 -4.47 -2 .23 2.24 8 

47 -4.23 -1.99 2 .24 18 

54 -4.07 -1.83 2.24 22 

45 -2.37 -0.92 1.45 49 

55 -2.11 -0.93 1.18 48 

7 -2 .11 -0.40 1.71 62 

2 -1.55 -1 .13 .42 42 

18 -1.48 -0.61 .88 54 

1 -1.08 -0.70 .38 52 

32 -1.05 -0.67 .38 57 

58 -0.81 -0 .16 .65 66 

14 -0.71 -0.06 .65 70 

65 -0.61 -0.50 .12 62 

24 -0.58 -0.84 -0.26 45 

30 -0.57 -0.72 -0.15 68 

19 -0.51 -0.18 .33 60 

31 -0.44 -1.39 -0.95 37 

44 -0.40 -0.11 .2 9 62 

13 -0.29 -0.70 -0.42 45 

64 -0.27 -0.16 .12 66 

27 -0.20 -0.88 -0.68 45 

8 -0.18 -0.81 -0.63 48 

4 -0.17 -0.80 -0.63 42 

15 -0.17 -0.23 -0.06 63 

16 .03 -o .18 -0.21 60 

53 .08 -0.56 -0.64 31 

59 .14 -0.20 -0.33 62 

23 .16 .17 .01 74 

25 .21 -0.34 -0.55 64 
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Appendix D: continuation 

NR SCORE Zle Zld N 

Zie-Zld 

52 .21 -0.33 -0.55 49 

42 .30 -0.11 -0.41 57 

9 .39 -0.45 -0.84 38 

67 .40 .25 -0.15 72 

17 .44 .2 9 -0.15 54 

11 .58 .53 -0.06 80 

38 .61 .23 -0.38 52 

41 .61 .66 .04 64 

57 .69 .38 -0.31 71 

21 .73 .17 -0.56 58 

66 .73 .01 -0.72 68 

46 .75 .2 7 -0.48 59 

60 .85 .36 -0.49 62 

12 .91 .58 -0.34 55 

39 .93 • 7 5 -0.18 67 

62 .95 .30 -0.65 56 

20 • 96 .91 -0.05 80 

10 1.00 .20 -0.80 32 

63 1.04 .52 -0.52 71 

51 1.07 .21 -0.86 31 

69 1.08 .41 -0.67 65 

61 1.08 .46 -0.61 60 

29 1.17 .46 -0.71 56 

36 1.60 1.06 -0.55 65 

6 1.64 1.40 -0.24 73 

26 1.66 • 99 -0.67 49 

5 1.74 1.24 -0.49 52 

35 1. 79 1.50 -0.29 69 

56 1.82 1.12 -0.71 69 

40 1.87 1.46 -0.40 63 

22 1.92 1.25 -0.66 48 

43 2.01 1.37 -0.64 64 
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Appendix D: continuation 

NR SCORE Zle Zld N 

Zie-Zid 

68 2.02 1.21 -0.81 40 

33 2.10 1.38 -0.71 64 

37 2.25 1.60 -0.65 64 

34 2.31 1.50 -0.81 46 

3 2.98 2.13 -0.85 27 
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Appendix E: Classification of method M2. 

Total-percentages are considered. 

NR SCORE Zle 
, 

Zid' N 

Zie'-Zid' 

41 -5.41 -0.47 4.94 64 

50 -2.41 -2.62 -0.21 10 

38 -2 .14 -0.42 1. 73 52 

12 -2.00 -0.08 1.92 55 

53 -1.89 -1.31 .58 31 

5 -1.85 -0.12 1.73 52 

48 -1.84 -2.62 -0.78 8 

49 -1.84 -2.62 -o. 78 8 

40 -1.69 .34 2.03 63 

47 -1.44 -2.22 -0.78 18 

54 -1.19 -1.98 -0.78 22 

28 -1.16 -1.75 -0.59 26 

39 -1.12 .64 1.76 67 

35 -1.04 .93 1.97 69 

2 -0.99 -0.95 .04 42 

4 -0.75 -0.94 -0.19 42 

17 -0.67 .46 1.13 54 

6 -0.64 1.16 1.80 73 

22 -0.59 -0.01 .58 48 

3 -0.56 -0.91 -0.34 27 

18 -0.52 -0.16 .3 7 54 

21 -0.47 -0.09 .39 58 

42 -0.41 -0.04 .3 7 57 

10 -0.39 -o. 70 -0.30 32 

51 -0.38 -o. 97 -0.59 31 

68 -0.23 -0.42 -0.19 40 

55 -0.15 -0.55 -0.40 48 

31 -0.11 -1.28 -1.17 37 

1 -0.09 -0.28 -0.19 52 

32 -0.02 -o .23 -0 .21 57 

19 .03 .39 .3 7 60 
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Appendix E: continuation 

NR SCORE Zie 
, 

Zid' N 

Zie'-Zid' 

24 .07 -0.52 -0.59 45 

45 .07 -0.52 -0.59 49 

9 .12 -0.66 -o. 78 38 

26 .23 .42 .19 49 

8 .24 -0.54 -0.78 48 

11 .27 1.04 .77 80 

16 .30 .28 -0.02 60 

44 .33 .52 .19 62 

52 .36 -0.04 -0.40 49 

29 .36 .17 -0.19 56 

27 .43 -0.54 -0.97 45 

59 .44 .24 -0.21 62 

7 .49 .28 -0.21 62 

36 .54 .94 .40 65 

15 .56 .35 -0.21 63 

60 .68 .68 .oo 62 

34 .70 .34 -0.36 46 

14 .73 • 71 -0.02 70 

13 .78 -0 .19 -0.97 45 

30 .83 -o .15 -0.97 68 

61 .89 .68 -0.21 60 

43 .90 1.07 .17 64 

46 .91 • 7 2 -0.19 59 

65 .92 .14 -o. 78 62 

64 .97 .57 -0.40 66 

37 1.04 1.23 .19 64 

25 1.33 .35 -0.97 64 

33 1.37 1.18 -0.19 64 

62 1.40 .82 -0.57 56 

67 1.51 1.11 -0.40 72 

69 1.52 .93 -0.59 65 

58 1.53 • 7 5 -0.78 66 
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Appendix E: continuation 

NR SCORE Zie 
, 

Zid' N 

Zie'-Zid' 

20 1.58 1.18 -0.40 80 

63 1.58 1.18 -0.40 71 

23 1.70 1.11 -0.59 74 

66 1. 76 • 79 -0.97 68 

57 2.23 1.45 -0.78 71 

56 2.29 1.70 -0.59 69 
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